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O
I. PURPOSE

The purpose of this document is to provide the additional
information requested in Reference (1) with regard to the
effects of postulated pipe breaks in Oyster Creek high
energy piping systems inside containment. The requested
information may be summarized as follows:

Dynamic Effects of Pine Whio

Provide evaluations which demonstrate that the effects of
pipe whip and jet impingement on structures and essential
safety equipment are acceptable, when all possible paths of
pipe motion are considered. The evaluations could include,
for example:

* Determining which of the postulated breaks are of
simple geometry, for which the previously assumed pipe
motions can be utilized.

* Determining for remaining break geometries if pipe whip
in other planes of motion than considered in the origi-
nal evaluations is acceptable, e.g., results in noO. unacceptable interactions with vulnerable targets such
as the emergency condenser piping.

Containment Wall

Provide additicnal justification that postulated breaks
which result in contact between large pipes and the contain-
ment wall have acceptable consequences. In particular, the
original evaluations in Reference (2) were based on test
results which show that when the containment wall is loaded
over a large enough area, i.e., equivalent to a 14-inch
diameter circle, wall deformation is terminated by contact
with the surrounding concrete shield before failure
occurs. With regard to this evaluation, justify:

* The assumption that large pipes, i.e., greater than
14 inches in diameter, would have an impact area
greater than the area of a 14-inch diameter circle.

* That the test, which was performed under essentially
static conditions, is applicable to dynamic loading
conditions.

O
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Note: In Reference (3), GPUN indicated to the NRC that,

O- this question has already been addressed specifically
on Page IV-6 of Reference (2), and that no additional,

work was planned unless further clarification of the
question was provided by the NRC.

That the actual gap between the containment wall and*

the concrete shield wall is no greater than the test
deflection.

O
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II. CONCLUSIONS

A. Dynamic Ef f ects of Pipe Whip

The previous evaluations summarized in Reference (2)
identified 141 postulated break locations. Each of
these break locations have been reviewed. It is con-
cluded that none of these breaks would prevent safe
shutdown. In summary, the review was performed to:

1. Determine if the previously assumed pipe and jet
motions can be utilized because the break geometry
is a simple one. In addition, the original evalu-
ations are considered applicable if either of two
criteria which were employed for the original
evaluation are met. In particular:

The break occurs at a terminal pipe end, such*

as at the reactor vessel, and there is no
downstream energy reservoir, so that no sig-
nificant pipe motion can occur, or

The break occurs at a point which is isolated*

(_S from an energy reservoir, either by a nor-
<
/

mally closed isolation valve or by a check
valve.

2. Determine for remaining breaks if there are any
unacceptable pipe whip or jet interactions with
required safe shutdown equipment, when alternate
directions of pipe motion are considered. A break
is considered to be acceptable if one or more of
the following criteria are met:

There are no pipe whip or jet impingement*

interactions with safe shutdown equipment,
regardless of the direction of pipe motion.

For pipes less than eight inches in diameter*

(0.35 square foot break area), at least one
of two hydraulic instrument lines for reactor
vessel level and pressure sensors remain
intact. It is noted for breaks less than
eight inches in diameter that core spray and
emergency condenser operation would be
required. However, these lines are eight

O
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inches (core spray) and ten inches (emergency
(~} condenser) in diameter, so would not be dam-
\- aged by pipe whip or jet interactions with

small sized piping.

* For pipes between eight inches (0.35 square
foot break area) and about 14 inches in
diameter (1.00 square foot break area), at
least one of two hydraulic instrument lines,e
and one of two core spray trains remain
intact. It is noted that, as shown in Refer-
ence (2), no emergency condensers are
required for breaks in this size range.

For pipes greater than about 14 inches in*

diameter (1.00 square foot break area), at
least one of two hydraulic instrument lines
and one of two core spray trains remain
intact. It is noted that Reference (2)
assumed at least one emergency condenser
train would be required for breaks of this
size range to be consistent with previous
ECCS analysis. However, new ECCS analyses
contained in Reference (4) show that no emer-
gency condensers are required for breaks
greater than 1.00 square foot area.

) B. Containment Wall

1. Contact Area with Containment
.

As indicated in Reference (2), Page II-5, the
evaluations of containment wall penetration were
performed in response to'a specific NRC request to
provide " scoping type calculations." The intent
was to define, on a reasonable basis, criteria for
evaluating whether pipe interactions with the
containment wall would have adverse effects. In
that context, it is considered the assumption in ,g a,

Reference (2) is a reasonable one, i.e., that . f
"h,f?G ulb' f'' 'pipes greater than 14 inches in diameter will have

a contact area with containment greater than the
area of a 14-inch diameter circle.

.

However, in response to Reference (1), additional
evaluations have been performed to assess whether
the assumption is reasonable. In particular, the
load required to crush a pipe flat over a suffi-

,

cient length to ensure that there is adequate
contact area has been estimated, and compared to

O
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the interaction load which would be developed
between a whipping pipe and the containment

(,) wall. Evaluations were performed for the recir-
culation piping, the main steam piping, and
18-inch portions of the feedwater piping. In each
case, the load required to crush the pipes is a
small fraction, i.e., less than about 16 percent,
of the interaction load (i.e., the load required
to deform the containment shell until it contacts
and is supported by the concrete shield). -Accord-
ingly, it is considered reasonable to assume that
these pipes would develop adequate contact area
with the containment wall.

In addition, each of the specific breaks in large
size pipes defined in Reference (2) have been
reviewed to ascess whether relatively sharp compo-
nents such as valve operators could contact the
containment wall. The review indicates that for
the 18-inch feedwater piping and the main steam
piping there would not be any contact of sharp
components with containment.

With regard to the recirculation lines, a valve is
located on the suction and discharge side of each
pump, with the valve operator pointing towards
containment. The predicted direction of pipe

(s) motion is such that for a break at the suction or
return line reactor vessel nozzle (break number 1
or 4 in Figure B-15 of Reference (2)), valve
motion would be toward containment. However, for
eight of the ten break locations, 'there would be
no contact with containment. In particular:

The return line valve operators are each*

located in the area of a vent pipe to the
torus. A vent jet deflector plate is located
at the entrance to the vent pipe. If valve
operator motion occurred, the valve would
contact the vent deflector plate rather than
the containment wall. This plate is 2-1/2
inches thick, and is maintained at a distance
of 22-1/2 inches from the containment wall by
20 gussets to provide flow area for vented
steam flow. Accordingly, the plate would
prevent any direct impingement of a valve
operator on the containment wall.

Three of the recirculation suction lines and*

associated valve operators would be prevented

O
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from moving outward by contact with either a
'

north or south main steam pipe. The main,

'
. steam piping is nominally of one inch smaller

diameter than the recirculation piping, but;

is of 22 percent greater wall thickness.
i Also, the steam line carbon steel yield

stress is about 80 percent higher than the>

recirculation line stainless steel yield
stress. A steam-line should therefore be

i capable of terminating motion of a recircula-'

tion line.
;

i Accordingly, of the ten recirculation line. valve
operators, two have potential for contact with the

! containment wall, i.e., due to a postulated breaki

at location number 1 in a recirculation suction
line, loops A and E. It is considered, however,

i that no additional actions are required.with
; regard to these specific breaks. In particular:

i * As shown in Reference (5), the stress at
these break' locations is low, i.e., approxi-
mately 26 percent of the stress criterion in
Regulatory Guide 1.46. Higher stresses are,

encountered in other Oyster Creek high energy
system piping. .Accordingly, the likelihood,

.

of a break at either of these two particular,

Q break locations is of itself low, and sig-i

nificantly lower than.the likelihood of a
; , break at higher stress locations.

* As discussed in Reference (2), a program of
increased inservice inspection has been,

implemented since 1975 at locations of higher
j stress where there is increased potential for

pipe crack growth. Break location number 1
-

in the recirculation suction line of loops A
and E was not included in the inspection,

program because of the low stress. However,
inspections at'the more highly stressed loca-
tions included in the program, where breaks
are.more likely, will provide continued moni-
toring of the. integrity of the high energy
piping and advanced warning of any deteriora-,

'

tion-well before there is significant
potential for a pipe break at the specific

i recirculation line locations identified in
1 this evaluation. (location 1 in loops A
j and E).
!

O
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2. Gap Between Containment Wall and Concrete Shield
Wall

. .

||> It is concluded that the containment wall deflec-
tion which could occur in the event of a postu-
lated pipe break is well within the deflection of
3.3 inches which was tested. In particular,
Reference (2) indicates that the nominal gap
between the drywell wall and the concrete shield
is 2.75 inches. Appendix B ,in Reference (2), a
test report by Chicago Bridge and Iron who fabri--
cated the containment, indicates that the tests
were performed for wall deflections of up to
3.3 inches, and that the maximum gap width is,

three inches.

Further, the drywell temperature during normal
operation is 135*F. Thermal expansion of the
drywell from 70 F to 135 F reduces the gap thick-
ness, i.e., by 0.19 inch over the spherical
position of the drywell.

Accordingly, the tested deflection exceeds the
minimum actual gap width by about 0.5 inch, and
exceeds the nominal actual gap width by about
0.7 inch.

O

.
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III. DISCUSSION

A. Dynamic Effects of Pipe Whip

1. Breaks of Simple Geometry

Each of the 141 postulated break locations in
Reference (2) have been reviewed to determine
whether the previously assumed pipe motions can be
utilized, so that no further evaluations are
required. As indicated in Section II.A of this
document, two of the original evaluation criteria
are employed, i.e., no significant pipe motion
occurs because either (1) the postulated break
occurs at a terminal end and there is no down-
stream energy reservoir, or (2) the postulated
break occurs at a location which is isolated from
an energy reservoir.

An additional criterion for the current evalua-
tions is that the break geometry is a simple
one. This criterion has been applied only to

e' geometries where it is very clear that pipe motion
will occur in only one plane. For example, a
simple geometry is considered to be one where the
break occurs just beyond the first elbow down-
stream of an energy reservoir. The jet reaction-

causes a plastic hinge in bending at the terminal
end of the pipe with the energy reservoir, e.g.,.
reactor vessel.

The results of this evaluation are summarized in
Table 1, which identifies each of the 141 postu-
lated break locations which are considered to
require no further evaluation. In particular,
Table 1 identifies (1) the piping nystem in which
the postulated break occurs, (2) the piping system
isometric drawing in Section V of Ref erence (2)'

which shows all of the postulated breaks in the
system, (3) the specific break considered to meet
the criteria defined above, and (4) the basis for
concluding that no further evaluation is required.

The results of this ceview are that 54 of the 141
original breaks require no further evaluation.

(")v
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2'. Remaining Breaks

For remaining breaks, the evaluations consist of
determining whether motion in more than a single
plane could result in unacceptable interactions
with equipment required for safe shutdown,

a. Acceptance Criteria

The acceptance criteria for this review are
listed in Section II. A of this document. In
summary, a break location is considered
acceptable if:

No pipe whip or jet interactions occur*

with safe shutdown equipment. .,

For pipes less than about eight inches*

in diameter (break area of 0.35 square
feet), at least one of two trains of
hydraulic instrument lines remain
intact.

For pipes between 8 and 14 inches in*

diameter (break area isetween 0.35 and
1.0 square feet), at least one of two

(~) trains of hydraulic instrument lines and
V one of two core spray trains remain

intact.
t

For pipes greater than 14 inches in*

diameter (break area of 1.0 square
feet), at least one of two trains of
hydraulic instrument lines and one of
two core spray trains remain intact.

The bases for these criteria are as follows:

Pipes Less than Eicht-Inch Diameter :

As indicated in Reference (2), the safe shut-
down equipment required for breaks of this
size range are (1) one of two trains of
hydraulic instrument lines, (2) one of twoI

I core spray trains, and (3) one of two emer-
gency condensers. However, both the core
spray piping and emergency condenser piping
are larger than the pipes in this size range,
so would not be damaged by pipe whip or jet
interactions. Accordingly, only interactions

| III -2
|

|
|
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with the hydraulic instrument lines need be
/~T considered for breaks in this size range.
\l Reference (2) indicates that inspections

inside of the drywell verified that the
redundant instrument lines are physically
separated, i.e., are located on opposite
sides of the reactor vessel. The evaluations
thus consist of determining if any postulated
break location in pipes less than eight
inches in diameter could result in an inter-
action with both redundant trains located on

t opposite sides of the reactor vessel.
~

Pipes Between 8 and 14 Inches in Diameter:

The evaluations in Reference (2) established
that emergency condensers are not required
for breaks in this size range. The required
safe shutdown equipment is therefore (1) one
of two trains of hydraulic instrument lines,
and (2) one of two core spray trains.
Inspections inside the drywell established
that the core spray trains, as well as the
instrument lines, are physically separated by
the reactor vessel. Accordingly, the evalua-
tions consist of determining if any postu-

r"% . lated break location could result in an
'd interaction with both redundant trains

located on opposite sides of the reactor
vessel.

.

Pipes Greater than 14 Inches in Diameter

i The evaluations in Reference (2) assumed that
j for this size range, at least one of two

emergency condenser trains would be required,'

as well as one of two core spray train and
hydraulic instrument lines, to achieve safe
shutdown. The assumption with regard to'

emergency condenser operation was based on
being consistent with previous ECCS analyses,

| which assumed one emergency condenser was
- available for breaks greater than 1.0 square
! ioot. -

However, current ECCS analyses show that
emergency condenser operation is not required
to achieve safe shutdown for breaks greater
than 1.0 square foot in a~ea. The results ofr

these analyses are summarized below for

|

()
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a break in the recirculation suction line,
which is the most severe break location.

() Current analyses of this break locatios
assume that no emergency condensers are
available for breaks having an area of 1.0
square foot up to the maximum possible break '

area of 4.66 square feet (see Table 5-13 of
Reference (4)). The results of the evalua-
tions are shown in Figure 5-22 of Refer-
ence (4), which shows peak clad temperature
as a function of break size. In particular,
the peak clad temperature is 2,100 F for a
break size of 1.0 square foot, and increases
monotonically to a temperature of 2,200*F for
the maximum break size. Accordingly, with no
emergency condensers operable, the peak clad
temperature for breaks above 1.0 square foot
is acceptable, i.e., does not exceed 2,200 F.

In summary, for breaks greater than 1.0
square foot in area, current ECCS analyses
show that no emergency condensers are
required. Accordingly, the evaluations for
breaks in this size range are the same as'for
breaks in the 0.35 to 1.0 square foot
range. In particular, the evaluations con-

. (']) sist of determining if any postulated break
location could result in an interaction with

, both redundant trains of the core spray sys-
tem and hydraulic instrument lines, which are
located on opposite sides of the reactor
vessel.

.

b. Evaluation Results

The results of the evaluation are summarized
in Table 2, which covers each of the 87 orig-
inal breaks which were not considered to be
of simple geometry. In particular, Table 2-

identifies (1) the piping system in which the
postulated break occurs, (2) the piping sys-
tem isometric drawing in Section V of Refer-
e,n c e (2) which shows all of the postulated
breaks, (3) the nominal size of system
piping, (4) the, specific break location being
evaluated, (5) the directions of pipe whip
and, jets which are considered.possible, and
(6) the conclusion of the evaluation.

O
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The conclusion of this evaluation is that
. none of the breaks will prevent a safe shut-

down.O
B. Containment Wall

Appendix A contains an evaluation which shows that it
is reasonable to assume that sufficient contact area,
i.e., greater than the area of a 14-inch diameter cir-
cle, will be developed in the event of interaction
between a recirculation line, a main steam line, or
18-inch ~ portions of the feedwater piping.and the con-
tainment wall. The evaluations are summarized as
follows:

*- Crush tests were performed of a-6-inch length of
304 stainless steel piping, 4-1/2 inches in diame-
ter, with a 0.375-inch thick wall. These tests
established the load per inch required to flatten
the pipe.

* Analyses were performed to correlate the test
results. These analyses sbowed that the test
results can be correlated quite well by assuming
that the pipe is flattened when the pipe develops
a fully plastic hinge at ultimate strength in the
region of maximum moment.

'
* The flattening load for the recirculation, main-

. steam, and feedwater piping was predicted using
the same analysis method as was used to correlate;

| the test data, with the following modifications:
A dynamic factor was applied to the load to--

account for the increase in ultimate strength
which can occur at high strain rates. This
dynamic factor is 1.3 for the stainless steel
recirculation piping and 1.1 for the carbon
steel main steam and feedwater piping.

A factor of 1.25 was applied to the load to--

account for the observed differ 6nce between
the test and analysis loads.

An ultimate strength of 85,000 psi was used--

to account for the maximum strength of actual'

solution annealed piping, compared to the
minimum strength of 70,000 psi required by

i

i

o

|
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the ASME Code. No reduction in strength of
stainless steel piping at elevated tempera-

() tures was accounted for.

The predicted flattening load for each size of*

pipe was compared to the interaction load.which
would be developed with the containment wall.

; Appendix B to Reference (2) indicates that the
1 load deflection characteristics are affected very
, little by the local conditions near the point of
| loading, and that a load of up to 530,000 pounds
| will be developed. The flattening load, in each
j case, is shown to be less than about 16 percent of
1 the interaction load. .

Evaluations were also performed to determine whether '

any relatively sharp objects such as valve operators
could contact the containment wall as a result of the
postulated breaks in recirculation, main steam, or ;

; 18-inch portions of feedwater piping. As indicated in
, Section II, there is a potential for valve operator
' contact with containment for only two of the postulated
i break locations, i.e., at the reactor vessel recircula-

tion line discharge nozzle in loops A and E. However,
the likelihood of a break at either of-these locations
is low, particuarly_since they are of low stres's.
Further, the program of increased inservice inspectionsO, at regions of higher stress will provide assurance that,

a pipe break will not occur at these locations.

I.
. Accordingly, it is considered that no further actions

are required with regard to these specific break loca-
tions.

.

,

a

4

*

.
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stainless steel piping at elevated tempera-
'

[}
tures was accounted for.

The predicted flattening load for each size of*

pipe was compared to the interaction load which
would be developed with the containment wall.
Appendix B to Reference (2) indicates that the
load deflection characteristics are affected very
little by the local conditions near the point of
loading, and that a load of up to 530,000 pounds
will be developed. The flattening load, in each
case, is shown to be less than about 16 percent of
the interaction load.

Evaluations were also performed to determine whether
any relatively sharp objects such as valve operators
could contact the containment wall as a result of the
postulated breaks in recirculation, main steam, or
18-inch portions of feedwater piping. As indicated in
Section II, there is a potential for valve operator
contact with containment for only two of the postulated
break locations, i.e., at the reactor vessel recircula-
tion line discharge nozzle in loops A and E. However,
the likelihood of a break at either of these locations
is low, particuarly since they are of low stress.
Further, the program of increased inservice inspections
at regions of higher stress will provide assurance that

((~%./ a pipe break will not occur at these locations.
Accordingly, it is considered that no further actions
are required with regard to these specific break loca-
tions.

O
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IV. TABLES

Table 1: Original Postulated Breaks which Require No
Further Evaluation

Table 2: Evaluation of Postulated Breaks of lion-Simple
Geometry

i
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Page 1 of 3

O
TABLE 1

ORIGINAL POSTULATED BREAKS
WHICH REQUIRE NO FURTHER EVALUATION

Postulated
Isometric Break

Piping System D rawing (l) Number Basis (l)_

Emergency Condenser B-1 1 Terminal End
(reactor to NE01-B) 4 Terminal End

Emergency Condenser B-2 1 Terminal End
(reactor to NE01-A) 4 Terminal End

Emergency Condenser B-3 1 Terminal End
(NE01-B to reactor) 4 Terminal End

Emergency Condenser B-4 1 Terminal End
(NE01-A to reactor) 4 Terminal End
Core Spray (South) B-5 1 Terminal End

O-
4 Ir>1ated
5 Isolated
6 Isolated
7 Isolated
8 Isolated
9 Isolated

10 Isolated
11 Isolated
12 Isolated
13 Isolated

(1) In Section V of Reference (2).
(2) Basis Definitions:

Terminal End: The break is at a terminal end such as the
reactor vessel, and there is no downstream energy reservoir.
Isolated: The break is isolated from an energy reservoir.
Simple Gometry: Pipe motion can clearly occur in only one
plane.

O
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TABLE 1 (cont'd)

Postulated
Isometric Break

Piping System Drawing Number Basis

Core Spray (North) B-6 1 Terminal End
4 Isolated
5 Isolated
6 Isolated
7 Isolated
8 Isolated
9 Simple Geometry

10 Simple Geometry
11 Simple Geometry

1

Main Steam (North and B-7 4 Terminal End
South) (Each of

2 lines)
Reactor Cleanup B-8 1 Terminal End
6-Inch ND-10 11 Terminal End
(Note: Break locations 2,
3, 4, 7, 8, 9 and 10 were
eliminated based on revised
seismic analyses described
in Reference (5))
Reactor Cleanup B-9 1 Terminal End
6-Inch ND-1 4 Simple Geometry
(Note: Break locations 2 5 Simple Geometry
and 3 were eliminated 6 Terminal End
based on revised seismic
analyses described in
Reference (5))

Shutdown Cooling (Suction) B-10 1 Terminal End
2 Isolated
3 Isolated
4 Isolated

O
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TABLE 1 (cont'd)

Postulated
Isometric Break

_

Piping System D rawi ng Number Basis

Shutdown Cooling (Return) B-ll 1 Terminal End
2 Isolated
3 Isolated
4 Isolated

Feedwater (North and B-12 7 Terminal End
South) (each of

2 systems)'

Liquid Poison System B-13 1 Terminal End
5 Isolated

Reactor Head Cooling B-14 1 Terminal End
2 Simple Geometry
3 Simple Geometry
4 Terminal EndO

Control Rod Drive B-17 1 Terminal End
4 Isolated

Total Number of Breaks 54=

.

O
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TABLE 24

1 EVALUATION OF POSTULATED BREAKS OF NON-SIMDLE GEOMETRY

! Nominal Postulated
1Isometric Pipe Size, Break

Piping System Drawing Inch Number Possible Directions Conclusions
.

j Emergency Condenser B-1 10 2 Pipe: Acceptables No interaction
; (reactor to NE01-B) with core spray on instrument
t * Towards reactor vessel. lines.
! Down to top of biological*

j shield only.
l

! Jet:
4

Upward, toward drywell*

wall.

) 3 Pipe: Acceptables No interaction '

with core spray on instrument1

* Toward reactor veseel. lines.
| Down to top of biological*

shield only.

Jet:
o

Horizontal, northeast*

quadrant only.
,

* Upward,

i

l

l

i
! 1 In Section V of Reference 2.

:
1

i ,

,

.-
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

Nominal Postulated
Isometric Pipe Size, Break .

Piping System Drawing Inch Number Possible Directions Conclusions

Emergency Condenser B-2 10 2 Same as for Break 2 in Acceptable: No interactions
(reactor to NE01-A) Isometric B-2. with core spray or instrument

lines.

3 Same as for Break 3 in Iso- Acceptable: No interactions
metric B-2, except horizontal with core spray or instrument
jet direction is in southeast lines.
quadrant.

Emergency Condenser B-3 10 2 Pipe: Acceptables No interaction
(NE01-B to reactor) with north side core spray and

Downward. instrument lines.*

Horizontal, southeast*

quadrant only.

Jet:

* Upward.
Horizontal, south quadrants*

only.

3 Pipe: Acceptable: Can't interact
with north side core spray and

* Downward. instrument lines.
Horizontal, toward reactor*

vessel and in southeast
quadrant only.

Jet:

Upward.*

* Horizontal in south
quadrants only.
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Page 3 of 12

TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

Nominal Postulated
Isometric Pipe Size, Break

Piping System Drawing Inch Number Possible Directions Conclusions

Emergency Condenser B-4 10 2,3 Same as for Breaks 2 and 3 in Acceptable: Can't interact

(NE01-A to reactor) Isometric B-2, except motions wi*f.. south side core spray and
are limited to corth or instrument lines.
northeast quadrants.

Core Spray (South) B-5 8 2 Pipe Acceptable No interaction
with north side core spray or

* Downward. instrument lines.
* Horizontal in eouth

quadrants only.
|

Jets |
Upwardo.*

* Ilorirontal in'scuth
quadrants only.,

3 Pipe: Acceptable No interaction
with north side core spray or

Upward. instrument lines.*

* llorizontal in south
quadrants only.

.

Jets
,

!

* Downward.
* llorizontal in south

quadrants only.

.

m
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

Nominal Postulated
Isometric Pipe Size, Break

Piping System Drawing Inch Number Possible Direcelons Conclusions

Core Spray (North) B-6 8 2 Pipe: Acceptable No interactions
with south side core spray or

* Horizontal, toward instrument lines.
biological shicid.

* Upward.

Jet:

* Downward.
* Toward drywell wall.

3 Pipe: Acceptable: No interactions
with south side core spray or

* Horizontal, toward reactor instrument lines.
vessel.

Jet:

Horizontal, toward drywell*

wall.

Main Steam (South) B-7 24 1 Pipe: Acceptables No interactions
with north side core spray or

a. Reactor side of breaks instrument lines.
,

None.
b. Steam line side of break

Horizontal toward drywell
wall, south quadrants only.

Jet:
.

a. Reactor side of break
Toward drywell wall.

b. Steam line side of break.:
Toward reactor vessel.

-

.
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd)
|
t

. Nominal Postulated
t Isometric Pipe Size, Break
i Piping System Drawing Inch Number Possible Directions Conclusions

Main Steam (South) B-7 24 2 Pipe Acceptable: No interactions
(Cont'd) with north side core spray and

a. Reactor sides None. instrument lines,
b. Steam side of break:

* Downward.
* Horizontal, in south

quadrants only.

Jets

a. Reactor side of breaks
Downward.

b. Steam side of breaks
* Upward.
* Horizontal, toward

reactor vessel, south
quadrants only.

3 Pipe: Acceptable No interactions
a. Reactor side of breaks with north side core spray or,

Horizontal towards reactor instrument lines.
vessel,

b. Steam line side of break:
* Downward.

; Horizontal southeast*

quadrant only.

Jets
a. Reactor side of break

* Downward.
Horizonal south*

quadrants only.
b. Steam line side of break:

* Upward.
* Horizontal south

quadrants only.

l
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TABLE _2_ (Cont'd)

Nominal Postulated
Isometric Pipe Size, Dreak

Piping System Drawing Inch Number Possible Directions Conclusions_

Main Steam (North) B-7 24 1,2,3 Same as for Dreaks 1, 2 and 3 Acceptable No interactions
in south side piping, except with south side core spray or
portinent directions are in instrument lines.
north quadrants.

Reactor C*ceanup B-8 6 5,6 Pipe Acceptable No interactions
; 6-Itch c.0-10 with north side instrument

* Downward. lines.
; * !!orizontal south quadrants

only.

Jet

* Upward.
* Horizontal south quadrants

only.

Feedwater (North) B-12 10 1 Pipe: Acueptable No interactions
with south side core spray or

* Downward. Instrument lines.
* Horizontal, northeast

quadrant only.

*
Jets

* Upward.
* Horizontal, northeast

quadrant only.
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

Nominal Postulated
Isometric Pipe Size, Break

Piping System Drawing Inch Number Possible Directions Conclusions .

Feedwater (North) B-12 10 2,3,4 Pipe: Acceptables No interactions

(Cont'd) with south side core spray or
Horizontal, northeast instrument lines,*

quadrants only.
* Downward,

Jet:

Horizontal, north quadrants*
'

only.
* Downward.

8,9 Pipe: Acceptable No interactions
with south side core spray or

Ilorizontal, northwest instrument lines.*

quadrants only.
* Downward.

Jet:

IIorizontal, northwest*

quadrants only.
Upwa rd.*

.

10 Pipe: Acceptable No interactions
with south side core spray

* Downward, piping.
IIorizontal, towards reactor*

vessel.
.

Jets

Upward and downward.*

Horizontal, northwest*

quadrant only.

|

|
|

|
|

|

______

.. .. ..

. . . . .
.. . - .
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

Nominal Postulated
Isometric Pipe Size, Break

Piping System Drawing Inch Number Possible Directions Conclusions

Feedwater (North B-12 10 11 Pipe: Acceptable No interactions

(Cont'd) with south side core spray or
Horizontal, towards reactor instrument lines.*

vessel.
* Downward.

Jet

Upward and downward.*

Horizontal, northwest*

quadrants only.

18 5 Pipe Acceptables No interactions
with south side core spray or

Upward. instrument lines.*

Horizontal, northwest |
*

quadrants only. '

1

|
Jett

* Downward.
* Horizontal northwest |

;quadrants only.

6 Pipe: Acceptables No interactions
with core spray or instrument

Horizontal, northwest lines,*

quadrant only.

Jet:

Horizontal, northwest*

quadrant only.
* Downward.

.
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd)
_

Nominal Postulated
Isometric Pipe Size, Break

Pipino System Drawing Inch Number Possible Directions Conclusions

i Feedwater (North) B-12 18 6 Pipe: Acceptable No interactions
(Cont'd) with core spray or instrument

IIorizontal, northwest lines,*

quadrant only.

Jet:
,

1

IIorizontal, northwest*

! quadrant only.
1 * Downward.
!

12 Pipe Acceptables No interactions
! with south side core spray or

IIorizontal, north quadrants instrument lines.*

only.

Jets

!!orizontal, northwest*

quadrant only.

. Feedwater (South) B-12 10 and 18 1,2,3,4,5, Same as for the equivalent Acceptable: No interactions
i 6,7,8,9, breaks in the feedwater north with north side core spray or,

10,11,12 piping, except that pertinent instrument lines.'

i directions are in the south
j quadrants.

.

!

|
:
,

l

. . .
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

Nominal Postulated
Isometric Pipe Size, Break

Piping System Drawing Inch Number Possible Directions Conclusions *

Liquid Poison System B-13 1-1/2 2,3,4 Pipe Acceptables No interactions
with north wide instrument

* Downward. lines.
Horizontal in southwest*

quadrant only.

Jets

Upward.*

Horizontal in southwest*

quadrant only.

Recirculation (Loops A, B-15 26 1 (in each Pipe: Acceptables Can't interact
B,C,D, and E) of 5 with both north and south side

loops) Horizontal, limited to a core spray and instrument*

single quadrant. lines.
* Downward.

Jet:

Horizontal, limited to a*

single quadrant.
Upward.*

.

D

|
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

Nominal Postulated
Isometric Pipe Size, Break

Piping System Drawing Inch Number Possible Directions Conclusions

Recirculation (Loops A, B-15 26 2,3 (in Pipe: Acceptables Can't interact
B,C,D, and E) (Cont'd) each of 5 with both north and south side

loops) a. Reactor sides None core spray and instrument
b. Recirculation line sides lines.

* Downward.
IIorizontal, limited to a*

single quadrant.

Jet

Upward and downward.*

| llori'.ontal, limited to a*

single quadrant.
, I

| 4 (in each Pipe: Acceptables Can't interact
of 5 with both north and south side

Itorizontal, limited to a core spray and instrumentloops) *

single quadrant. lines.
* Downward.

Jet

Ecrizontal, limited to a*

single quadrant.
Upward.*

Recirculation Bypass B-16 2 1,2,3,4 Pipo Acceptables
(Loops A, B, C, D and E) (Each of 5 Upward and downward.*

No pipe whip interactionloops) !!orizontal, limited to a **

single quadrant. with instrument lines.

Jet: * Jets can't interact with
Upward and downward, both north and south side*

IIorizontal, limited to a instrument lines.*

single quadrant.

.

_ _ _ _

- . - -
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

Nominal Postulated
Isometric Pipe Size, Break

Piping System Drawing Inch Number Possible Directions Conclusions !

Control Rod Drive B-7 3 2,3 Pipe Acceptables No interaction
with south side instrument

Horizontal, north quadrants lines,*

only.

Jets

Horizontal, north quadrants*

only.

Total Number of Breaks 87=

'
!

I
l

*
,

!

,

|
!
l'

|
t

, [

l
t
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1. Purpose

To estimate the load required to flatten the Ovster Creek
recirculation, main steam and feedwater piping, and compare
this to the load which would be develooed by interaction
between a whinoing oipe and the containment shell. In par-
ticular, if the interaction load substantially exceeds the
flattening load, it is considered reasonable to assume that
these pipes will have a substantial contact area with con-
tainment. Tests by CB&I have shown that no containment
damage will occur if the contact area exceeds that of a
14-inch diameter circle.

2. Descrintion

a. Ploing Descriotion

g) The properties of the piping are, from Reference (1):
\/

Pipe Material O.D., in. I.D., in. Thickness, in.

Recirculation 316 SS 25.0 0.982---

Main Steam A106 Gr. C 24.0 21.562 1.219
(Schedule 80) Carbon Steel

Feedwater A106 Gr. C 18.0 16.12 0.940
(Schedule 80) Carbon Steel

b. Interaction Load with Containment

Appendix B to Reference (2) contains the results of
containment wall deformation tests by Chicago Bridge
and Iron performed in 1964.

These tests indicated:

(1) With a loading contact area equivalent to that of
a 14-inch diameter circle or greater, the contain-
ment wall could deflect through a distance of
3.3 inches without failure.

(2) The load at this deflection was 265 tons (530,000

([J pounds) - see Page 4 and Graph 2.
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(3) The load-deflection characteristics are affected
very little by the local conditions near the point
of loading - see Page 6.

Accordingly, the interaction load will be up to 530,000
pounds, and will be acceptable provided contact area is
sufficient.

3. Method

a. Testing

The load to flatten a oice is based on test results
performed by Buffalo Testing Laboratories on 4-1/2-inch
304 stainless steel piping, shown in Figure 1. These
tests were for a 6-inch length of piping with 0.375-
inch thick wall, and actual yield and tensile strengths
of 51,500 psi and 85,700 psi respectively. The testing

I) consisted of measuring the load-deflection characteris-
'''

tics of the piping, with the load applied by a 400,000
pound capacity Universal Testing Machine.

As shown in Figure 1, pioe deformation starts at a load
of 3,850 pounds per inch. The pipe is essentially
flattened at a load of 6,300 pounds per inch.

b. Correlation of Test Data

From Roark, " Formulas for Stress and Strain," Third
Edition, Table VIII, Case 1:

V/
I

;

,

; A

!

WQ/o

(~') Maximum moment 0.3183 WR=
,

l s-

!
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Assume flattening occurs when a plastic hinae develoos
in the pipe wall at ultimate strength, i.e.:

MC
5~ # ultimate

*U "

For a fully developed plastic hinge:

2
I bh*
C 4

Where:

b pipe length'=

h wall thickness=

() Rewriting the equations:

m mentW =
0.3183 R

2bhMoment = cultimate * 4

Or:
2bh

Uultimate * 4g ,

0.3183 R

For the tested pipe:

Uult = 85,700
.

h 0.375=

3.75/2R 1.875 in= =

Therefore:

285, 00 x (0.37MW/b, lb/in =

(- 4 x 0.3183 x 1.875
(>)

__
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W/b 5,050 lbs/in=

6,300 lbs/inMeasured value =

Measured / Calculated 1.25, which is reasonable=

agreement

c. Method of Predictina Plattenina Load

Use:

2
1.25 x Cd*Oult xh

W/b =
4 x 0.3183 R

Where:

W/b flattening load, lb/in=
,

\~# 1.25 = a factor to account for differences between
tested load and calculated load

a factor to account for strengthening of theC =
d

material at high strain rates

Cult = actual ultimate strength of the material (not
minimum ultimate oer the code)

h wall thickness, in=

| R = radius, in
I

4. Calculated Crush Strenaths

a. Recirculation Pinina

ou

For solution annealed stainless steel 316 pioing, let

78,568atroom,000psiversusthecodeminimumvalueofc1 = 85
a temperature. nased on experience, this

should be an uoper limit to actual ultimate strength.
Also, neglect any decrease in strength at elevated

O
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temperature, i.e., the pioinq should be at its oper-
ating temperature of 540*F.

Cd

Reference (3) shows yield stronQth versus strain rato
for 304 stainless stool at both room tomocrature and
1,000*F. At 1,000*F, the strain rate has a neglioible
offect on strength. At room tomoerature, yield
ctrongth increases at high strain rates, i.e., is
approximately 30 percent higher at strain raton of
10 in/in-sec. At 540'F, the increase in ytold strength
should be betwoon those values. Annumo, however, that
Cd = 1.3, corresponding to a room tomoerature value,
h, R:

0.982h =

I *~
*

11.52 inR = =
2

.

W/b:

2x 1.30 x A9,000 x (0.0RH
W/b

,
=

4 x 0.3183 x 11.52

9,080 lb/in=

W:

For a 24-inch diamotor circle:

j(14)2 2
154 inA ==

2
I For a 25-inch diamotor pipe, area >154 in for

-

154/25! b 6.2 in==

|
|
'

N_')%
t

|

|
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Therefore:

W 6.2 x W/b=

56,000 lbs=

<< 530,000 lbs

b. Main Steam Pioinq

o u

The code value of a000 psifor A106 Gr. C is 70,000 psi.Again, let o = 8 5, to account for an upperu
limit to actual material strength.

Cd

O- For carbon steel, Reference (4) indicates high strain
rates can increase yield strength by about 10 percent.
Let Cd " 1*1*

'

h/R:-

h 1.219=

21 2R 10.78= =

W/b:

21.25 x 1.10 x 85,000 (1.2191
W/b =

4 x 0.3183 x 10.78

12,650 lb/in= '

W:

0.D. 24 in=

Area > 154 in2

154/24b 6.42 in= =

O

-. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Therefore:

6.42 x 12,650W 81,200 lbs << 530,000 lbs= =

c. Feedwater Pining

o,Cu d

Use same values as for A102 Gr. C main steam pipino,
i.e., o 85,000, Cd 1.10.= =

u

h/R:

h 0.940 in=

16.12/2 8.06 inR = =

W/b:

9
1.25 x 1.10 x 85,000 f 040)-

W/b =
4 x 0.3183 x 8.06

10,060 lb/in=

W:

18 in0.D. =

Area > 154 in2
_

154/18b 8.56 in= =

8.56 x 10,060W =

86,100 lbs=

<< 530,000 lbs

.

O

- - - - -
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5. Summarv of Results

Flattening Load
Pipo Poundn Percent of Interaction Load

Recirculation 56,000 10.6

Main Steam 81,200 15.3

Feedwater 86,100 16.2

6. Conclusions

The load required to flatten a recirculation, main steam, or
feedwater pipe is a small fraction, i.e., 16 oercent or
less, of the interaction load between the whioning pioe and
containment. Accordingly, it is considered reasonable to
assume that the whipoing pipes would develoo substantial

() area, i.e., arcater 'than a 14-inch diameter circle, on con-
tact with the containment wall.
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